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Summary of Revisions
The Well Drilling Guideline has been revised based upon
feedback to provide clarity in terms of requirements and
process. Structural changes by section are highlighted below.
Applications received on or after the effective date will be
required to meet the revised application standards.
Effective Date
1-August-2012
1-Sept-2012
1-Oct-2013

Section
3.1.4
2.7
2.8.6

BC Oil & Gas Commission

Description/Rationale
Removed reference to the International Well Control Federation
Updated submission requirements for samples and cores, p.14.
Updated submission requirements to include the Online Drilling
Reporting System (pg. 22).
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1.0 Preface
1.1

Purpose
This guideline has been created to guide users through BC Oil
and Gas Commission (Commission) processes and procedures.
It also serves to highlight changes in processes, procedures,
requirements and terminology resulting from implementation of
the Oil and Gas Activities Act (OGAA).
For users already familiar with the Commission’s reporting
process, this guideline provides a quick reference highlighting
required reporting submissions and appropriate drilling practices
and procedures. For users less familiar, this guideline presents
a complete overview of Commission requirements and provides
links to more detailed material.
This guideline is not intended to take the place of the applicable
legislation. The user is encouraged to read the full text of
legislation and each applicable regulation and seek direction
from Commission staff, if and when necessary, for clarification.

1.2

Scope
This guideline focuses exclusively on requirements and
processes associated with the Commission’s legislative
authorities, and does not provide information on legal
responsibilities that the Commission does not regulate. It is the
responsibility of the applicant or permit holder to know and
uphold its other legal responsibilities.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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1.3

How to Use This Guideline
This guideline is divided into sections which are organized
chronologically, and match the order of the steps applicants and
permit holders will follow when engaging in oil and gas activities.
This guideline outlines the procedures and requirements for
drilling operations at new and existing wells. The guideline takes
the user through drilling reporting requirements, drilling
practices and procedures and blowout prevention system.
Section 2.0

Drilling Reporting outlines and explains reporting requirements
including: permit requirements for amendments and re-entries;
drilling activity reporting; spills, incidents and kick reporting;
variances and exemptions and data submission flaring.

Section 3.0

Drilling Practices and Procedures outlines and explains
classifications and pressure ratings for blowout prevention;
requirements for ancillary equipment; procedures for testing
blowout prevention equipment; requirements for casing cementing
and welding of casing bowls and survey, sample and log
requirements.

Section 4.0

Contact List provides contact information for the Drilling and
Production Department.

Section 5.0

Online Drilling Reporting System details the specifics of online
drilling reporting using the Commission’s Online Drilling Reporting
system and provides step by step instructions for using the
system.

Section 6.0

Drilling Blowout Prevention Systems details and illustrates the
different classes of BOP systems.

Section 7.0

Compliance describes contravention of legislation and regulation
and administrative penalties.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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1.4

Additional Guidance
The glossary page on the Commission website provides a
comprehensive list of terms.
The appendices contain documents to be used as references
when compiling information required by the Commission.
Other navigational and illustrative elements used in the
guideline include:
Hyperlinks: Hyperlinked items appear as blue underlined text. Clicking on a
hyperlink takes the user directly to a document or location on a
webpage.
Sidebars: Sidebars highlight important information such as a change from the
old procedure, new information, or reminders and tips.
Figures: Figures illustrate a function or process to give the user a visual
representation of a large or complex item.
Tables: Tables organize information into columns and rows for quick
comparison.

1.4.1 Frequently Asked Questions
A Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) link is available on the
Commission OGAA page. The information provided is
categorized into topics which reflect the manuals for easy
reference. Please consult the FAQ page before contacting the
Commission to help keep response times short.

1.4.2 Feedback
The Commission is committed to continuous improvement by
collecting information on the effectiveness of guidelines and
manuals. Clients and stakeholders wishing to comment on
Commission guidelines and manuals may send constructive
comments to OGC.Systems@bcogc.ca.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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2.0 Drilling Reporting
The well
authorization
number must be
on all
correspondence
.

Drilling activities must be reported to the Commission in
accordance with Section 8 of the Drilling and Production
Regulation and any well permit conditions.
The Online Drilling Reporting system is accessible through the
Commission’s secure website and provides specific reporting
functions for wells currently being drilled or expected to start
drilling within seven days.
Section 5.0: Online Drilling Reporting System details the
access, use and description of the Online Drilling Reporting
System.
A high-speed internet connection is required to access the
Drilling Reporting System; field access is usually not possible.
Any questions or problems should be directed to the Drilling and
Production Department Engineering Data Technician.

2.1

Updates
2.1.1 Status Updates
The status update informs the Commission of the drilling status
of a well (spud, drilling suspended, drilling resumed and rig
release). The information required on the website will depend on
the drilling status change. Status updates must be provided
within one business day of a change in drilling status.
For drilling re-entry wells, the supplemental Engineering Data
Form accompanying the well permit or well permit amendment
will specify what will be deemed as the spud date. Refer to the
re-entries section for additional information.
Drilling suspended means a drilling rig has been released, but
the drilling of the well is not complete and the permit holder
intends to resume drilling within one year of rig release.
Examples of this situation include:
 Surface hole rig.
 Switch out rigs for horizontal underbalanced drill.
 Release drilling rig, switch to service rig to penetrate play
with air (also considered a drilling operation).

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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Drilling ceases due to breakup and will resume when
access is restored.
 For a short suspension of drilling operations (for instance,
Christmas shutdowns), do not report as drilling
suspended. On the End of Well Report explain the
reason for the short suspension (for example: shutdown
for Christmas for five days).
Drilling resumed means drilling has resumed after a drilling
suspension. The drilling resumed date is usually when the bit
commences making new hole.
Rig released means the well is finished and drilling will not
resume within one year.
2.1.2 Weekly Updates
Weekly updates reflect the drilling status as of Tuesday
midnight (also known as the Wednesday a.m. update).
The weekly update provides a “point” look at all rigs conducting
or preparing to conduct drilling operations in British Columbia .
Status updates that may be entered are: prep to spud, spud
postponed, drilling, prep to resume and resume postponed.
Weekly updates must be entered into the website by
Wednesday noon for each drilling rig working in B.C. or if there
are plans to spud a well in B.C. within the following week.
For any rig that has been released before Tuesday midnight and
is expected to spud a well within the next week, enter its status
as prep to spud (prep to resume, if the rig will resume drilling on
a well that is drilling suspended).
Note: “prep to spud” is only valid if the rig is not already drilling
a well in B.C. and is expected to spud a well within the next
seven days (before the next Tuesday midnight weekly update).
For any rig that has been racked or a rig that is coming into the
province: if the rigs are expected to spud (or resume) in the next
week enter prep to spud (or prep to resume) for the relevant
well.
If the rig status is “prep to spud” and the rig has not spudded,
update the status as “prep to spud”. If the expected destination
of the rig has changed since the last weekly update, enter “spud
postponed” for the first well and enter “prep to spud” for the
second well.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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2.2

Well Permit Amendments
A well permit amendment is required when:
 The lease footprint (surface disturbance) is changed.
 Surface co-ordinates of the well are changed to a
different unit. Minor changes in surface wellsite coordinates are by submission of the as-drilled well surface
coordinates.
 Bottomhole location is changed to a different unit.
 Objective formation(s) or the formation at total depth has
changed.
 Expected hydrogen sulphide (H2S) release rate is
changed, resulting in a change of the emergency
planning zone (EPZ).
 There are major changes in the casing program for
instance, addition or deletion of intermediate casing).
 A re-entry is performed (refer to the Re-entries Section).
 Objective fluid is changed.
Permit amendments are not required for minor changes in
proposed final total depth (FTD) resulting from geological
prognosis change, simple changes to hole size or casing size,
addition of a core or a drillstem test (DST) or minor changes in
well centre coordinates.
Refer to Section 6 of the Well Permit Application Manual for
more information regarding the well permit amendment process.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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2.3

Re-entries
A drilling re-entry is defined as additional drilling on a well that
had previously been drilled and rig released. A well permit
amendment is required to re-enter a well that has not been
issued a Certificate of Restoration (CoR). A new well permit is
required to re-enter a well that has been issued a CoR. Refer to
the Well Permit Application Manual for the permit application
and amendment processes.
The new or amended permit will specify how to determine the
spud date.
Drilling re-entries are reported in the same manner as the
drilling of a new well.
Completions/workover re-entries that involve no new drilling are
reported the same as a completion/workover on a nonabandoned well. Details of the process for completion/workover
re-entries are located in the Well Servicing Operations section
of the Well Completions, Maintenance and Abandonment
Manual.

Table 2.1: Permitting requirements for re-entries

Well Status

Drilling Re-entry

Completion/Workover Re-entry

Not Abandoned
Abandoned (including
surface cut and cap)
Certificate of Restoration
Issued (or Permit
Cancelled or Spent)

Well Permit Amendment

Not a re-entry (Notice of Operations only)

Well Permit Amendment

Well Permit Amendment

New Well Permit

New Well Permit

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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2.4

Incident Reporting
2.4.1 Provincial Emergency Program
Incidents such as spills, gas release, fire/explosion, kicks,
vandalism or threats and major structural failures must be
reported to the Provincial Emergency Program (PEP) at
1-800-663-3456.
2.4.2 Kicks
All kicks must be reported as soon as possible in the following
manner:
 To the Provincial Emergency Program (PEP) by calling 1800-663-3456.
 Submit a written kick report to the Commission within one
business day by completing the top section, last casing
string set and kick data on the End of Well Drilling Report
form. Email the form to the Drilling and Production
Department or fax to 250-794-5381.
 If the well control situation is deteriorating, contact a
Commission Drilling Engineer or if a Drilling Engineer is
unavailable, call the On Duty Incident Commander at 1800-663-3456.
2.4.3 Hole problems
For fish in hole, sloughing hole, well control issues or other hole
problems where the Commission’s assistance is required,
contact a Commission drilling engineer during business hours or
outside of business hours call 1-800-663-3456.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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2.5

End of Well Report
Designate a person and a back up individual for preparation and
submission of this report. Contact numbers must be provided.
Within four business days of rig release or drilling suspended
(that is, when rig is to move or shutdown for a period of time,
excluding short shutdowns for Christmas or rig repairs), the
report must be submitted to the Drilling and Production
Department via email. The End of Well Drilling report must be
completely and accurately filled out.
Submit Part A, Part B (if applicable) and a list of formation tops
as picked from the logs. If no open hole logs are run, formation
tops may be selected from the measurement while drilling –
gamma ray (MWD-Gr) log. If there is no MWD-Gr log, formation
tops may be selected based on drill suttings samples.
Measured depth (MD) and true vertical depth (TVD) must be
provided if the well is directional.
A list of logs run (including MWD-Gr) with the following
information must be provided:
 Log type run (include MWD – Gr if run). The log type
must be written out in full – for instance, borehole
compensated sonic, not BHC.
 Run number.
 Last date run for each run number (finished date).
 Intervals logged (that is, top depth and bottom depth) for
each log including measured depth and true vertical
depth, as applicable.
 Bottom hole temperature (BHT) must be included with
the written list of logs run.

Table 2.2 Formatting for End of Well report

Log Type
(Name)

Run
#

Run End Top Depth Bottom
Date
(MD)
Depth
(MD)

Top
Depth
(TVD)

Bottom
Depth
(TVD)

Bottom
Hole Temp
(BHT)

Note: Submit the full name of the log, no abbreviations.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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For each log, one line of information must be entered.
For wells that have experienced drilling problems not evident
from the end of well report, provide a brief point summary to
explain the problems. For example:
 Drilled to 800 metres.
 Lost fish in hole.
 Fish bottom at 750 metres.
 Fish top at 600 metres.
 Brief description of fish.
 Address issue of potential interzonal communication (if
applicable).
 Set plug #1.
 Kicked off plug at depth of 1,215 metres to drill around
fish.
For drilling re-entries, provide a brief point summary of the
drilling program if not evident from the end of well report.
For example: for a basic squeeze of existing perforations, bridge
plug set and mill of window in casing to drill horizontally out of
cased vertical well;
 Started drilling on surface three metre abandonment plug
at 0800 hr 2007-06-15.
 Cement squeezed existing perfs and pressure tested
same.
 Set bridge plug at 1,800 metres and whipstock and
commenced cutting window as per page 2 of this end of
well report.
Common deficiencies on the end of well report submissions
include:
 Spud, drilling suspended, drilling resumed and rig release
dates entered on the Drilling Reporting System are not
the same as those shown on the end of well report.
 Well name is incorrect (for example, Texaco Porousfield).
 Bottom hole location entered in well name instead of
surface location.
 Kelly bushing to ground entered instead of kelly bushing
elevation.
 Where is the rig going after release? Full official well
name and location.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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Surveys entered incorrectly. An example of a correct
entry for an “S” curve is: Survey #1 near surface casing
shoe; #2 after KOP at 7°; #3 at maximum build angle; #4
near FTD.
Enter one cement blend per interval (for instance, two
separate intervals specified for lead and tail cements on
production casing). A list of cement additives is not
necessary.
Estimated top elevation of cement is necessary if cement
is not at the surface.
Valve open information on closed chamber drillstem tests
is required – the closed chamber report must be
submitted.
Enter open hole sidetrack information only when
sidetracking without a cement plug only (for instance,
second horizontal leg).
Kickoff plugs: when sidetracking off a cement plug, do
not report as an open hole sidetrack.
Complete all Yes/No boxes.
Submit the end of well report, formation tops list and logs
run list together.
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2.6

Other Data Submission
General
Data must be submitted to the Commission by mail or courier to:
Well Data Management
BC Oil and Gas Commission
300-398 Harbour Road
Victoria, British Columbia
V9A 0B7
Transmittals
A transmittal should be included with each submission. An
individual transmittal per well is preferred. The transmittal
sheets should include the following:
 The Well Authorization (WA) number and formal well
name.
 Current status of the well (i.e. Confidential, NonConfidential)
Note: Status is based on the classification of the well and
as outlined in the Oil and Gas Activities Act’s General
Regulation.
 Sender name and contact information (email address
preferred). In cases where the submission is being made
on behalf of a permit holder, the transmittal must include
the permit holder’s contact name and information.
Note: The Commission will not respond to, or request
data from, a contracted 3rd party.
 Document title(s) being submitted and, if applicable, CD
contents.
 If possible, the Drilling Event (DE) number should also be
included.
See Appendix A for a sample transmittal form.
Hard Copy Documentation
All hard copy documents must:
 Clearly identify the correct WA number of the well.
 Clearly indentify the correct formal well name.
 Include the Drilling Event (DE) number, if possible.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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Naming Conventions
 Formal well name includes the corresponding field at the
surface coordinates and not the bottom hole location.
Refer to the Commission’s Information Bulletin 2011-13
for more details.
 All digital files must be prefixed with the correct WA
number of the well and should contain sufficient detail to
easily identify the document to which it relates. The name
of the digital file may include additional information
required by the permit holder; for example, internal job
numbers, etc.
Examples:
WA12345_Geological Report (not WA12345_Final report)
WA12345_Borehole Compensated Sonic Log (not
WA12345_BHC)
Rejection Criteria
The Commission may reject hard copy documentation and/or
digital information if:
 There are discrepancies with the WA number and/or
formal well name.
 The digital images files cannot be opened and/or are
corrupt.
 The digital files do not represent a complete true copy of
the hard copy.
 Images require the use of proprietary software to view
data as the sole document image being submitted.
 Documents are submitted in their native format (i.e.,
Microsoft Word or Excel), unless otherwise prescribed,
and in lieu of a PDF.
Additional Data
The submission of additional data/formats that are not
prescribed in the guidelines and/or regulations will be accepted
by the Commission at the sole risk of the permit holder.
Additional data submitted should adhere to the Commission’s
naming conventions.
Resubmission of Data
If requested, data must be resubmitted to the Commission
within 30 days.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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Privacy Considerations
Permit holders are reminded that, as per B.C.’s Personal
Information Protection Act (PIPA), tour sheets, daily drilling
reports, daily completion reports and any other documents must
not be submitted to the Commission containing personal
information.
A list of the names of crew members conducting operations onsite may be included; however, no other personal information
about these indviduals should be provided.
Documents containing personal information are to be edited so
that the personal information is removed or rendered
unreadable.
Daily Drilling Reports (Tour Sheets)
Tour sheets must be submitted in hard copy format within 30
days of rig release.
Tour sheets must be in the standard format as outlined by the
Canadian Assoiciation of Oilwell Contractors (CAODC) and
recognized by industry.
Daily drilling reports generated based on the information on the
tour sheets may be submitted as supplementary information
only.
Logs
Measured depth (MD) and true vertical depth (TVD) logs must
be provided for all directional wells. All logs must be submitted
within 30 days of being run.


For open hole, cased or completion logs, please include:
o One hard copy.
o One LAS format (Log ASCII Standard).
o One Image (TIFF or PDF) on compact disc.
Images requiring use of proprietary viewer(s) will not be
accepted as the sole document image. Hard copies and
associated images must be submitted in colour, if
applicable.



For specialty, enhanced, imaged, interpreted or computergenerated logs (for example, Borehole Imager, FMI,
Semblance, Anisotropy Plots, etc.), please include:

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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o Both raw and interpreted logs.
o One hard copy.
o Raw Data (LAS Data preferred).
o One Image (TIFF or PDF) on compact disc.
Images requiring use of proprietary viewer(s) will not be
accepted as the sole document image. Hard copies and
associated images must be submitted in colour, if
applicable.


For MWD gamma ray logs, please include:
o The MWD Gamma Ray, if run, as an individual
document, regardless if the information is used in
other documentation, such as strip or lithology
logs.
o One hard copy.
o One LAS format (Log ASCII Standard).
o One Image (TIFF or PDF) on compact disc.
Images requiring use of proprietary viewer(s) will not be
accepted as the sole document image.



For other logs, please see core and geological reports for
associated log submission requirements.

Core Analysis, Reports and Photographs
A copy of the formal report from the laboratory, complete with
methodoloiges used, findings and data, is required over
individual submission of standalone analysis worksheets. Core
analyses must be submitted, as per the date approved on the
Core Removal Application Form or within 30 days after
completion of the analysis.


For core photography, please include:
o One hard copy.
o One image (TIFF, JPEG or PDF) on compact disc.
Core photography should be high resolution. Hard copies
and associated images must be submitted in colour, if
applicable.



For copy of core analysis, reports (conventional and
sidewall):
o One hard copy.

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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o One PDF copy on compact disc.
o All tight rock evaluation/analysis tables in Excel.
Hard copies and associated images are to be submitted
in colour where applicable.




For core logs, please include:
o One hard copy.
o One LAS format (Log ASCII Standard).
o One Image (TIFF or PDF) on compact disc.
Images requiring use of proprietary viewer(s) will not be
accepted as the sole document image. Hard copies and
associated images must be submitted in colour, if
applicable.
For multi-well core reports:
If multiple wells are referenced or form part of a core
analysis/report, one set of hard and digital copies must be
submitted per well.

Geological Reports
The Commission considers a geological report to be a formal
report prepared by an on-site geologist containing, but not
limited to: a well data summary, indentification of geological
markers, mud properites, well bore survey, bit record, summary
report, sample descriptions and lithology and/or strip logs.
Geological reports for the following well types must be
submitted to the Commission within 60 days of rig release or
drilling suspension:
 Wells classified as exploratory outpost.
 Wells classified as exploratory wildcat.
 Any other well (regardless of classification) if a geological
report has been prepared.


BC Oil & Gas Commission

For geological reports, please include:
o One hard copy.
o One PDF copy on a compact disc.
Hard copies and associated images must be submitted in
colour, if applicable.
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For lithology/strip logs, please include:
o One hard copy.
o One Image (TIFF or PDF).
o LAS data for the Rate of Penetration and Gas
Detection on a compact disc.
Images requiring use of proprietary viewer(s) will not be
accepted as the sole document image. Hard copies and
associated images must be submitted in colour where
applicable.

Drillstem Tests
Submit one hard copy of drillstem tests and closed chamber
reports, if applicable (conventional and wire line drillstem tests,
including fluid recoveries, fluid analysis and pressure charts),
within 30 days of test date.
Directional Surveys
Directional surveys must be submitted to the Commission within
14 days of rig release. Refer to the Commission’s Information
Letter IL 09-02 for submission requirements.

2.7 Charlie Lake Core Storage Facility Submission
Requirements (MENER)
Samples and cores must be submitted to the Commission within
14 days of rig release.
Physical Address:
Dave Johnson Building, Mile 52 ½, Alaska Highway
Telephone: 250-262-3309
Fax: 250-262-3316
Mailing Address:
BC Oil & Gas Commission
PO Box 281
Charlie Lake, B.C. V0C 1H0
Attention: Facility Supervisor

BC Oil & Gas Commission
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Samples
 Two sets of standard vials (5.5 cm high and 1.9 cm in
diameter), arranged by consecutive depths in standard
trays (24 cm by 33 cm) and filled to the lid with washed
and dried cuttings. Vials and trays must be clearly and
accurately labeled with the Well Authorization Number,
well name and location of the well and the sample depths
represented. Special care should be taken to clearly
differentiate whipstock, sidetrack, horizontal or
multilateral legs samples through correct labeling. Include
a complete Notice of Shipment of Drill Cutting Samples
Form.
 Business hours: at the Dave Johnson Building, ring the
buzzer inside the front door.
 After business hours: at the Dave Johnson Building,
place sample trays in the blue drop-off box near the front
door.

Cores
Submit cores during business hours as soon as possible after
the well has been cored.
Submit cores in 81cm x 25 cm x 10 cm (32” x 10” x 4”) wooden
boxes, securely nailed shut, accompanied by a complete Notice
of Shipment of Core Form. Core boxes must be clearly and
accurately labeled with the Well Authorization Number, well
name and location of the well and the sample depths
represented.
If not submitting cores directly to the Commission after coring,
(for instance, sending them to a facility for analysis directly from
the well site), submit a completed Core Removal Application
Form.
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2.8

Other Requirements
2.8.1 Variances and Exemptions
Refer to Section 4 of the Drilling and Production Regulation for a
list of sections to which an official can grant an exemption.
For drilling operations, exemption requests should be submitted
to a drilling engineer.
2.8.2 Logging and Sample Waivers
Requests should be made during business hours to the
Commission’s Resource Conservation Department.
The request should be submitted to a geologist by email, clearly
stating the request and the reason for the request ( for example,
hole conditions). Refer to the Commission phone list,
Engineering Division, Resource Conservation Department for
Contact information.
After business hours, the Commission’s 24-hour phone line in
Fort St. John is 250-794-5200.
2.8.3 Commission Emergency Response Plan Meetings
and Requirements and Safety Notifications
Notification for the Commission to attend/witness emergency
response plan meetings should be made via email or fax at 250794-5381 within 48 hours prior to drilling.
The Commission requires an Emergency Response Plan to be
in place and on site prior to spudding a well. For more details,
refer to Section 11 in the BC Oil and Gas Handbook and
Appendix D of the Well Permit Application Manual.
2.8.4 Flaring
If flaring during drilling operations is necessary, please note the
following:
 Notification of flaring must be submitted using the
Commission online reporting system for underbalanced
drilling. The total flared volume must be reported within
60 days of completion of flaring.
 For other operations (drillstem testing, managed pressure
drilling, kick flaring) advance notification is not required
and flared volumes must be reported on the end of well
drilling report.
 Estimation is permitted for operations such as kick flaring
where accurate measurement of flared volumes is not
possible.
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2.8.5 Drillstem Testing
A pressure chart and a report containing complete details on
fluid recoveries and other pertinent facts for each drillstem test
or wire line test taken on a well must be submitted to the
Commission within 30 days of the date on which the test was
made. Details of all drillstem tests must be entered on the end
of the well drilling report.
Useful references include:
 Drillstem Testing Safety Guidelines, covers safe work
guidelines, minimum health and operating standards and
personnel qualifications.
 Industry Recommended Practices for Well Testing and
Fluid Handling-IRP Volume 4.
2.8.6 Directional Survey Submission
Refer to Information Letter OGC 09-02: Electronic Submission
of Directional Survey Data for more details on submission
requirements.
Data must be uploaded into the Commission’s online system via
the Online Drilling and Reporting System using the Directional
Survey application after the rig release is reported.
Directional surveys must be submitted in both TXT and PDF
format. Directional surveys must include the actual surface
coordinates of the wellhead.
The last point on the directional survey must be the total
measured depth (TMD) of the well bore. This allows the
Commission to link the directional survey with the correct drilling
event.
Deviation surveys must be made during drilling at intervals not
exceeding 150 metres in depth, unless there are wellbore
stability problems.
File naming convention is required to facilitate proper
identification of submitted data. The Well Authority Number
(WANUM), drilling event number (DE), submission classification
(DIR) and version identifier (00 to 99) all must be included in the
following format:
WANUM_DE_DIR_XX.FILETYPE. i.e.: 24195_00_DIR_00.PDF
BC Oil & Gas Commission
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2.8.7 Drilling Suspended Information Confidentiality
If an operator reports a drilling well as drilling suspended, the
release of confidential information is treated as if the cessation
of drilling was reported as rig released, provided the same well
has reached its permitted objective.
If drilling is suspended and is not resumed within one year of the
drilling suspended date, the drilling suspended date will be
treated as the rig release date for the purposes of the release of
confidential information.
2.8.8 Junked or Lost Hole Policy
If surface casing has been set on a drilling well and the hole
below the shoe is junked or lost due to drilling problems, a new
well permit will be required to skid the rig and drill a new hole. In
these situations the permit processing may be expedited by the
Commission provided no changes to the existing location are
required.
2.8.9 Waste Management
The following must be submitted to the Waste Management and
Reclamation Department:
 A Wellsite Cleanup Form within 60 days of rig release.
Include a record of sump condition and topsoil storage.
 The Drilling Waste Disposal Summary form and any
required attachments within 90 days of the closing of any
earthen pit used to store drilling waste
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3.0 Drilling Practices and Procedures
3.1 Blowout Prevention, Industry Recommended Practices
and Blowout Prevention Schematics
The following section outlines blowout prevention standards that
a permit holder should follow to comply with the requirements of
Part 4, Division 2 of the Drilling and Production Regulation. It is
the responsibility of the permit holder to ensure that blowout
prevention equipment and procedures are adequate.

A concurrent
operations plan
must be on site
when conducting
operations on any
well that is less
than 25 metres
from another well.

A permit holder may use alternate blowout prevention
equipment and techniques if they can demonstrate by means of
a detailed engineering analysis that the alternate equipment or
techniques are adequate as required by section 16(1) of the
Drilling and Production Regulation. This engineering analysis
should be submitted as part of the well permit application.
Recommended and industry accepted blowout prevention
(BOP) guidelines are included in this section. BOP stack
schematics are in Schedule A.
If an operation is not covered in these guidelines, refer to the
applicable Industry Recommended Practices. Exercise caution
when drilling surface holes. It is prudent to utilize divertors in
areas where shallow gas has been encountered or in wildcat
areas (areas where little is known with certainty about the
subsurface geology). Refer to OGC IL 05-12 for more
information.
3.1.1 Blowout Prevention
3.1.1.1 Blowout Prevention Classifications
Blowout prevention equipment is classified as follows:
 Class A equipment is equipment to be used from the
depth of the surface casing to 1,800 metres true vertical
depth.
 Class B equipment is equipment to be used from a depth
of 1,800 metres to 3,000 metres true vertical depth.
 Class C equipment is equipment to be used from a depth
of 3,000 metres to 5,500 metres true vertical depth.
 Class D equipment is equipment to be used from a depth
of 5,500 metres true vertical depth and greater.
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3.1.1.2 Blowout Prevention Pressure Ratings
The minimum pressure rating of blowout prevention equipment
must be:
 14,000 kPa for Class A equipment.
 21,000 kPa for Class B equipment.
 34,000 kPa for Class C equipment.
 70,000 kPa for Class D equipment.
3.1.1.3 Other BOP Stipulations
When a well is being drilled, blowout prevention equipment
must, at all times:
 Consist of a minimum of one annular preventer and two
or more ram preventers; the ram preventers are to be
comprised of a blank ram and one or more rams to close
off around drill pipe, tubing or casing being used in the
well
 Be connected to a casing bowl that is equipped with:
o An upper flange that is an integral part of the
casing bowl
o For blowout prevention Class A and B, at least
one threaded, flanged or studded side outlet with
one valve and
o For blowout prevention Class C and D, two
flanged or studded side outlets with two valves
 Include steel lines or adequate high pressure hoses
connected to the blowout preventer assembly, one or
more for bleeding off pressure and one or more for killing
the well
 Consist of components having a working pressure equal
to that of the blowout preventers, except that part of the
bleed-off line or lines located downstream from the last
control valve on the choke manifold
 Have the valve hand wheel assembly in place and
securely attached to the valve stem on all valves in the
blowout prevention system
 Be maintained so that its operation will not be impaired
by adverse weather conditions
 Hammer unions should not be used in the manifold shack
or under the substructure and
 Conform to the specifications set out in Schedule A.
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3.1.1.4 BOP Controls
If hydraulically operated blowout preventers are installed, a
clearly marked operating control indicating direction of closure
for the annular blowout preventer must be located at least
15 metres from the well.
The control valve regulating the closure of the annular preventer
must be free of any valve locking device.
All manual controls for the locking of manual ram type blowout
preventers must be installed or readily accessible.
If ram type blowout preventers are used at a cased well, the
controls must be attached and be at least five metres from the
well.
All blowout preventers must be hydraulically operated and
connected to an accumulator system.
3.1.2 Ancillary Equipment Requirements
3.1.2.1 Bleed Off Lines
The bleed off lines referred to above must be:
 A minimum nominal 76 millimetre diameter of uniform
bore
 Connected only by welded neck flanges that are
perpendicular to the line to which they are attached
 Equipped with a gauge connection where well pressures
may be measured
 Connected to a choke manifold and a mud tank through a
mud gas separator and
 Securely held down and terminated in a slightly
downward direction into an earthen pit or flare tank, if the
lines are downstream of the choke manifold.
3.1.2.2 Choke Manifold
The choke manifold referred to above must be located:
 A minimum distance of 15 metres from the well bore or
 A satisfactory distance from the substructure and the
mud tanks such that during well control operations
personnel are not exposed to hazardous gases which
may be present in those locations.
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The choke manifold referred to above must be designed:
 To conform with Class A, B, C or D equipment and
 To permit the flow to be directed through a full opening
line or through either of the two lines, each containing an
adjustable choke
 Equipped with accurate metric pressure gauges to
provide drill pipe and casing pressures at the choke
manifold once the surface casing is cemented in place
 Enclosed by a suitable housing, with adequate heat to
prevent freezing
 Securely tied down and containing only pipe that is
straight or with 1.57 radian bends (90º) and which is
constructed of flanged, studded or welded tees, blank
flanged or ball plugged on fluid turns in addition to having
bleed off lines
 Hammer unions must not be used on main flow lines in
the enclosure that houses the choke manifold.
3.1.2.3 Accumulator
The accumulator system must be:
 Installed and operated in accordance with the
manufacturer's specifications
 Connected to the blowout preventers, with lines of
equivalent working pressure to the system, and within
five metres of the well - the lines must be of steel
construction unless completely sheathed with adequate
fire resistant sleeving
 Capable of providing, without recharging, fluid of
sufficient volume and pressure to close the annular
preventer, close a ram preventer, open the hydraulically
operated valve and retain a pressure of 8,400 kPa on the
accumulator system
 Recharged, within five minutes, by a pressure controlled
pump capable of recovering the accumulator pressure
drop resulting from closing the annular preventer, closing
a ram preventer or opening the hydraulically operated
valve
 Capable of closing any ram type preventer within 30
seconds
 Capable of closing the annular preventer within 60
seconds and
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Equipped with readily accessible fittings and gauges to
determine the precharge pressure of each nitrogen
container.
If nitrogen cylinders are used as an emergency pressure
source, sufficient usable nitrogen must be available at a
minimum pressure of 8,400 kPa to fully close the annular
preventer and pipe rams and open the hydraulically operated
valve.
3.1.2.4 Trip Tank and Volume Indicator
If a mud tank is in use, a device must be installed and visible
from the driller’s position to warn of a change in the mud tank’s
fluid levels or of an imbalance in the fluids entering and
returning from the well. The device must be either electrically,
pneumatically, hydraulically or mechanically operated and
maintained in working order at all times.
The drilling mud system must be equipped with a trip tank with
the capacity of five cubic metres to accurately measure the fluid
required to fill the hole while pulling pipe from the well and the
trip tank must:
 Be constructed so that the cumulative volume can be
reliably and repeatedly read to an accuracy of 0.15 m 3
(150 litres) from the driller's position.
 Be tied into the mud return line.
 Be equipped so that drilling fluid can be transferred into
and out of the trip tank.
 Be located in or within 10 metres of the shale shaker end
of the mud tank and be readily accessible to afford visual
observance of the fluid level;.
A diagram of the trip tank and the trip tank volume indicator
must be prominently displayed in the control centre (also known
as the dog house).
The trip tank volume indicator must specify the trip tank volume
and each volume graduation on the scale.
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3.1.2.5 Mud-Gas Separator
Mud gas separators must:
 Be designed to ensure personnel safety and adequate
mud gas separation and
 Be connected to a securely fastened inlet line and outlet
line and the outlet line must
o Be at least one size larger than the inlet line and
o Terminate preferably in a flare tank, but also may
terminate in an earthen flare pit, at least 50 metres
from the well.
3.1.2.6 Kelly Cock and Stabbing Valve
At all times when a well is being drilled:
 A valve must be installed in the kelly assembly and
 A full opening stabbing valve that can be connected to
the drill pipe, drill collars or tubing in the well and a
device capable of stopping any backflow up the drill
string must be provided and must:
o Be equipped with removable handles to facilitate
handling by two persons
o Be stored in the control centre (dog house) or
another satisfactory location where it is readily
available for use with the valve in the open
position and
o Have the valve closing handle attached to the
valve holding stand.
3.1.2.7 Flare Tanks
Flare tanks must:
 Be constructed of steel with walls of sufficient height to
ensure liquid containment during prolonged exposure to
fluid flow and extreme heat
 Have structural integrity
 Have an impingement plate to resist erosion from highvelocity gas, liquids and solids positioned on the flare
tank wall directly opposite all flare lines and diverter lines
connected to the flare tank
 Have a minimum capacity of eight cubic metres and be
appropriately sized for the flow to avoid creating
backpressure
 Not be covered
BC Oil & Gas Commission
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Be positioned a minimum distance of 50 metres from the
well
Be equipped with a minimum 50.8 mm liquid loading
steel line that is connected at all times for the purpose of
drawing fluids from the tank, with the connection point of
the loading line a minimum of nine metres from the flare
tank
Have degasser vent lines kept separated from the liquid
in the flare tank. The vent lines may be laid on the ground
next to the flare tank, provided no fire hazard exists
Have a minimum 10 metre setback from vegetation or
other potential fire hazards.

3.1.2.8 Flare Pits
The earthen pit referred to in this document must:
 Be excavated to a minimum depth of two metres
 Have side and back walls rising not less than two metres
above ground level
 Be constructed to resist the erosion of a high pressure
flow of gas or liquid
 Be constructed to contain any liquid and
 Be used for emergency purposes only.
3.1.3 Testing of Blowout Prevention Equipment
Blowout equipment must be shop serviced and shop tested to
its working pressure at least once every three years and test
data and maintenance performed must be recorded and made
available on request from a Commission official.
Following assembly, all flow line connections that form a part of
the blowout prevention system must be inspected by the rig
manager and recorded in the daily report.
Prior to drilling out cement from any string of casing, each unit
of the blowout prevention equipment must be pressure tested,
first to a pressure of 1,000 kPa and then to at least 7,000 kPa,
each for a period of 10 minutes. Until the equipment passes
these tests, further drilling must not proceed.
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Casing exposed to drill pipe wear must be tested every 30 days
to determine its adequacy for pressure control by either:
 Running a casing inspection log to determine casing
wear or
 Pressure testing to a pressure not greater than 50 per
cent of the burst pressure of the weakest section of the
casing, or to the working pressure of the blowout
preventers, whichever is less.
Each rig crew must perform a blowout prevention drill every
seven days, or as conditions permit in accordance with a
Canadian Association of Oilwell Drilling Contractors (CAODC)
Well Control Procedure placard (available through the CAODC
catalogue) or as outlined by the Enform Blowout Prevention
Manual.
While pulling pipe from a well, the well permit holder must
ensure that:
 The hole is filled with drilling fluid at a frequency that
ensures the fluid level in the well bore does not fall below
a depth of 30 metres and
 A permanent record of the drilling fluid volumes required
to fill the hole is retained and submitted as part of the
daily drilling reports
 The blowout prevention stack and choke manifold is
pressure tested every 30 days.
While a well is being drilled or tested during drilling operations,
the appropriate blowout prevention equipment must be operated
daily and, if found to be defective, it must be made serviceable
before operations are resumed.
Full particulars of all tests must be reported in the daily report,
and for a pressure test, the pressure applied and the duration of
the test must be recorded.
3.1.4 Personnel Certification
The rig manager (tool push) and the well permit holder’s
representative at the well site must:
 Be trained in blowout prevention and
 Possess a second line supervisor certificate issued within
the past two years by Enform and a copy of their
qualifications must be made available to an official on
request.
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The driller must:
 Be trained in blowout prevention and
 Possess a first line supervisor’s blowout prevention
certificate or a second line supervisors’ blowout
prevention certificate issued within the past two years by
Enform.
The CAODC placard or the well permit holder's Well Control
Procedures placard must be prominently displayed in the control
centre (dog house) and must be legible at all times.
3.1.5 Blowout Prevention Procedures
The rig crew must have an adequate understanding of and be
capable of operating the blowout prevention equipment and the
contractor or rig crew must:
 When requested by a Commission official, test the
operation and effectiveness of the blowout prevention
equipment in accordance with the CAODC issued Well
Control Procedure placard or the Enform Blowout
Prevention Manual and
 Record drills performed in the daily drilling reports.
3.1.6 Special Sour Wells
The criteria for a special sour well in B.C. are:
 Any well from which the maximum potential H2S release
rate is 0.01 m³/s or greater and less than 0.1 m³/s and
which is located within 500 metres of an urban center or
 Any well from which the maximum potential H2S release
rate is 0.1 m³/s or greater and less than 0.3 m³/s and
which located within 1.5 kilometres of an urban center or
 Any well from which the maximum H2S release rate is 0.3
m³/s or greater and less than 2.0 m³/s and which is
located within five kilometres of an urban center or
 Any well from which the maximum potential H2S release
rate is 2.0 m³/s or greater or
 Any other well which the Commission classifies as a
special sour well having regard to the maximum potential
H2S release rate, the population density, the
environment, the sensitivity of the area where the well
would be located, and the expected complexities during
the drilling phase.
The minimum pressure rating of blowout prevention equipment
is the same as defined for an equivalent non-special sour well.
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Shear blind rams must be used where the calculated
emergency planning zone:
 Intersects the boundaries of an urban centre
 Encompasses more than 50 occupied dwellings or
 Encompasses a portion of a major highway.
The permitee must notify all residents within the Emergency
Planning Zone prior to penetration of the first sour zone and at
rig release.
The Commission has fully sanctioned the Industry
Recommended Practice for Critical Sour Drilling (IRP Volume
1). Refer to IRP 1 for additional information regarding the drilling
of special sour wells.
The Commission will evaluate any proposal to drill special sour
wells underbalanced on an individual basis. For this type of
operation refer to Critical Sour Underbalanced Drilling IRP
Volume 6 or the Energy Resources Conservation Branch
Interim Directive: Underbalanced Drilling (ID 94-3).

3.2

Casing Cementing
Casings must be designed to withstand the maximum load and
service condition that can reasonably be expected during the
service life of the well.
For protection of potable groundwater aquifers, non-toxic drilling
fluids must be used until, in the opinion of a professional
engineer or geoscientist, all porous strata that:
 Is less than 600 metres deep; and
 Contains non-saline groundwater that is usable for
domestic or agricultural purposes
 Has been isolated from the drilling fluid.
Isolation may be achieved by setting and cementing casing.
Usable groundwater is defined as groundwater that:
 Meets Canadian Guidelines for drinking or agricultural
water use or
 Could be treated to meet the applicable water use
guidelines without excessive cost.
Surface casings must also be set 25 metres into a competent
formation and must be deep enough to support the blowout
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prevention equipment and to ensure control of expected well
pressure.
Surface casings and casings where underbalanced drilling is to
occur below the shoe should be cemented full length.
Intermediate and production casing strings must be cemented to
surface or a minimum of 200 metres into the previous string.

3.3

Plug backs and Abandonments
Notification or approval is not required prior to conducting openhole plug backs or abandonments. Permit holders must ensure
that cementing is conducted in a manner that ensures hydraulic
isolation between porous zones and the tops of all cement plugs
must be verified. If there is any uncertainty regarding the
adequacy of a plugging program, contact the Commission
Drilling and Production Department to discuss the program.

3.4

Welding of Casing Bowls
Ensure proper welding procedures are followed for the welding
of casing bowls. Proper preheating, the maintenance of
temperature throughout the welding process, proper cool down
techniques and proper rod selection are critical, particularly for
special sour wells. Refer to Information Letter 09-24: Welding of
Casing Bowls (OGC IL 09-24).
Information on casing bowl welding such as welding procedure,
start time, stop time and pressure test results must be recorded
on the tour sheet.

3.5

Surveys
Deviation surveys are required at minimum intervals of 150
metres.
A wellbore directional survey is required if:
 Well is horizontal or directional.
 Surface location of well is outside target area.
 Surface location of well is within the target area but
closer to the target boundary than true vertical depth
multiplied by two per cent.
Example:
Gas well total depth = 2,200.0 metres
2200.0 metres X 2% = 44.0 metres
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44.0 metres + 250.0 gas target setback = 294.0 metres.
Therefore, if the well surface location is closer than 294 metres
to the spacing border, a directional survey must be run.
Deviation surveys may be omitted if there are wellbore stability
problems.

3.6

Drill Cutting Samples
Drill cuttings samples are required at intervals of five metres,
beginning at 50 metres measured depth above the shallowest
potential reservoir zone and continuing to the total depth of the
well.

3.7

Logging
A gamma ray log is required from the ground surface to the total
depth of the well.
A neutron log is required from 25 metres below ground level to
the base of the surface casing.
Resistivity and porosity logs are required from the base of the
surface casing to the total depth of the well.
Wellbores may penetrate below the lowest objective formation
in order to fully log deepest rights, but overhole should be
limited to 20 metres.
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4.0 Contact List
Title
Director, Drilling and Production
Engineering Data Technician
Office Assistant
Drilling and Production Engineering Technologist
Drilling Engineer
Manager, Flaring Initiatives
Production Completions Engineer
Senior Drilliing Engineer

Telephone
250-794-4524
250-794-5258
250-794-5255 or
250-794-5256
250-794-5252
250-794-5261
250-794-5259
250-794-5249
250-794-5250

For further contact information, refer to the Commission Phone List,
Engineering Division.
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5.0 Online Drilling Reporting System
5.1

Online Drilling Reporting Overview
This document provides an overview of the functions of the
online drilling reporting system (the system) and a step by step
procedure for using the system.
The system consists of two primary functions for reporting of
wells currently drilling.
Status Update
Status Update updates the status of a well to spud, drilling
suspended, drilling resumed or rig release.
Weekly Update
Weekly Update updates status on a weekly basis as of Tuesday
midnight.
Status updates are made within 24 business hours of status
changed at any time during the week. The Commission requires
that permit holders report the status on all wells for drilling
operations.
The weekly update of each well is to be reported every
Wednesday morning, stating the permit holder’s status as of
Tuesday midnight. These reports are summarized and then
published every Thursday in the Rig Activity List on the Industry
Activity Levels page on the Commission’s website.

5.2

Update Overviews
5.2.1 Status Update Overview
The drilling status update (or change) is reported at any time
throughout the week within 24 business hours of a change in
drilling status. This ensures that the Commission is kept up to
date on all drilling activity occurring in the province.
The 24-hour rule applies only to business days. For example, if
drilling starts Saturday morning, then a Spud status report is
required the following Monday morning – overriding the 24-hour
rule. The status update can be any of the following:
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Spud.
Drilling Suspended.
Drilling Resumed.
Rig Release.

5.2.2 Weekly Update Overview
On a weekly basis, the progress of well drilling is recorded by
weekly update status values. Refer to the rules described in Log
onto the Online Drilling Reporting system. Ensure the status is
reported in the correct order. System warning messages assist
in reporting status in the correct order. The weekly update
drilling status can be:
 Prep to Spud.
 Spud Postponed.
 Drilling.
 Prep to Resume.
 Resume Postponed.
 The drilling status of the well consists of the following
parts:
 Rig Name.
 Drilling Status.
 Drilling status date.
 Present depth.
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5.3

Spud and Drilling Resumed Report Overview
The Commission requires notification when drilling (spud) starts
or when drilling resumes after having been suspended. Within
24 business hours from the commencement of drilling, a status
of spud or drilling resumed and date must be reported by the
permit holder. The system will prompt for the following spud
report information:
 Wellsite contact name
 Wellsite contact phone number
 Ground elevation and
 Kelly bushing elevation

5.4

Rig Release and Drilling Suspended Report Overview
The Commission requires notification when drilling is completed
or the well is suspended. Within 24 hours of the completion of
drilling or drilling suspended, a status of rig release or drilling
suspended and the appropriate dates must be reported by the
permit holder. The system will prompt for the following rig
release and/or drilling suspended report information:
 Final depth.
 Where the rig is moving to (if going to another well, well
authority number [WA#] and location necessary).
 Is this a temporary suspension of drilling operations? If
yes, the new status becomes Drilling Suspended.
 Directional Survey.
 Submit an End of Well Report to the Commission within
four business days of rig release or drilling suspended.

5.5

Access Security Rules
In accordance with the Commission’s Information Letter
regarding the electronic submission process for pipelines and
facilities (OGC-07-13), each permit holder is required to assign
a Company Administrator. This person will grant and delete
access for people requiring the various security groups for the
company.
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Prior to assigning the Company Adminstrator role, ensure the
person has a Commission web account set up,and a letter, on a
company letterhead signed by a drilling manager or their
company designate, requesting this person be set up as
Company Administrator, should be scanned and sent to OGC
systems. An individual may only be the Company Administrator
for one company.
Each user of the Online Drilling Reporting System must have a
web account with a user ID and password. Only one web
account is required. For information updates (for instance,.
company changes), please email OGC.Systems@bcogc.ca
requesting that the information be changed.

Drilling results
representatives
must be set up
prior to the first
spud.

The Company Administrator will find the appropriate web
account and grant access on Kermit as a drilling results
representative or other security groups, as necessary. This will
grant access to the wells needing to be updated for each
company.
There must be a minimum of two drilling results representatives
set up for each company.
IMPORTANT: The Company Administrator should ensure that
the security groups be kept up to date. If individuals who no
longer are working for the company are not deleted, company
data remains accessible to them.
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5.6 Online Drilling Reporting System Step-by-Step
Instructions
This section provides step by step instructions for using the
Online Drilling Reporting System to communicate with the
Commission about well drilling status.
If the internet browser that is being used has a pop up blocker
feature installed, that feature should be set to allow pop ups
from this web site. This enables the browser to display reports
retrieved from the Commission’s website.
For optimum viewing of this web application, computer screen
resolution should be set to 1024x768. For Windows 98, to
change the screen resolution, on the desktop, click Start >
Control Panel > Display > Settings. For Vista, right click the
desktop > Personalize > Display Settings, and change the
resolution.
5.6.1 Log onto the Online Drilling Reporting System
1. Access the Commission’s public website here . On the home
page, go the top left corner and click on Web Applications.
Online Drilling Reporting System is one of the applications
under the heading of Web Applications on the left hand side,
click on it.
2. Enter in your user ID and then password. Click on “Menu” in
the next screen.
Select “Rich Client Applications (Online Drilling Reporting
System, Drilling Waste Disposal)” (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-1: Rich Client Application Menu page

3. Select Online Drilling Reporting System. It will open another
window that will list all applicable wells.
4. The first time you access the Commission’s web site, a Java
Runtime Environment option will have to be downloaded and
saved on your computer. This download process may take
up to two minutes. On each subsequent access to the
Commission’s website, Java will download in approximately
10 seconds.
To start, download Sun JRE Version 1.6. It may be
necessary to have someone with administrative rights (for
instance, IT personnel) to do this. To support the rich
application environment , a high speed internet connection,
Microsoft Internet Explorer (Version 6.0 or higher) and a
Microsoft Windows operating system (Windows 7, Vista, XP,
Windows 2000, or NT) are necessary.
There is a configuration change to the default JRE v1.6
install required to run the Online Drilling Report System and
Drilling Waste Disposal applications, In addition, users of
Microsoft Windows 7 and Windows Vista operating systems
may require the installation of additional files to enable the
file upload functionality required for these application.
5. Select Online Drilling Reporting System / Directional Survey
Submission.
6. Once JRE Version 1.6 has loaded, Figure 5-2 is displayed.
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Figure 5-2: Online Drilling Reporting page (after Sun JRE v1.6 is installed)
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7. Select Drilling Activity. All wells with authorized access will
be visible.
8. If the wrong drilling activity for a well is saved, it cannot be
corrected. The Drilling and Production Department will
correct the error. Notify the Engineering Data Technician by
phone at 250-794-5200 or email.

5.6.2 Drilling Activity

Figure 5-3: List of wells authorized to drill or presently drilling.

1. Report drilling activity as follows:
Status Update -- Within 24 business hours, after the actual
activity occurred, report spud, drilling suspended, drilling
resumed or rig released (do not wait for the weekly update).
Weekly Update -- Every Wednesday morning, report prep to
spud, spud postponed, drilling, prep to resume or resume
postponed, as of Tuesday midnight.
Note that a drilling rig can only be “used” once on the
Wednesday morning update; if the rig is “drilling” as of
Tuesday midnight for a company it cannot be reported as
prep to spud for another permit holder. In this case, the
permit holder will report the spud only and no prep to spud.
2. For some companies, this page displays many wells. To
simplify the task of scrolling to find a specific well, a search
feature is provided. See Search for a Well for more details.
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3. The wells are sorted in well name order. Scroll through the
well list to find the desired well.
4. Only wells authorized to drill, presently drilling or drilling
suspended for the permit holder are displayed.
5. The activity date for location wells and for drilling re-entry
wells is the date the well permit was issued.
6. Drilling re-entry wells are indicated by Y in the re-entry
column. N indicates a new well. Completion re-entries are
not reported in this system.
7. Highlight a well by clicking anywhere in the row. That row
turns blue. Click on the correct status that will be updated
(either a Status Update or Weekly Update).
8. Figure 5-4 displays, at the top, the information about the
highlighted well.
9. Below this well information are four boxes to fill in:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Rig Name.
Drilling Activity.
Activity Date.
Present Depth.

Figure 5-4: Specfic information on chosen well and additional required
information.

10. Choose a Rig Name by double clicking in the Rig Name box
(or select F9 key). A pop up window will display all rig names
currently recorded by the Commission as operating in British
Columbia (Figure 5-5).
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11. Scroll through these rigs and click on the Rig Name drilling
at the selected well to highlight it in blue; or a specific group
of rigs are displayed by starting to type in the rig namechoose the correct one. Click OK and the rig name is
populated in the Rig Name box.
12. If the rig name does not appear in the pop up window,
contact the Commission to have the rig added to the
database. Contact the Engineering Data Technician by
phone at 250-794-5200 or email.

Figure 5-5: Selecting a Rig Name

13. Click the Drilling Activity box. A pop up window will appear
containing all the valid drilling activities. (Figure 5-6).
14. There are rules for entering the new drilling activity. The
current activity in Table 5-1 below must be followed
chronologically by the new activity in the right column
regardless of whether the data is being entered as a status
change or a weekly update. The current activity is displayed
at the top left of the web page next to the words Drilling
Activity.
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Figure 5-6: Selecting a Drilling Activity

Table 5-1: New drilling activities rules

CURRENT ACTIVITY

NEW ACTIVITY

Location

Prep to spud or spud

Prep to spud

Prep to spud or spud postponed or spud

Spud postponed

Spud postponed or prep to spud or spud

Spud

Drilling or drilling suspended or rig released

Drilling

Drilling or drilling suspended or rig released

Drilling suspended

Drilling suspended or prep to resume or drilling resumed

Prep to resume

Prep to resume or resume postponed or drilling resumed

Resumed

Resume postponed or drilling or rig released

Resume postponed

Resume postponed or prep to resume or drilling resumed

Rig released

Cannot be followed by any activity
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15. The activities are defined as:
Location: a well approved for drilling. This includes an approval
of a well application and approval of a permit for a drilling reentry.
Prep to Spud: applicable when a rig in British Columbia (or
coming to B.C.) is reasonably expected to spud within seven
days of the Wednesday weekly update and is not presently
drilling on another well in B.C. Enter “prep to spud” only on
the weekly drilling activity update (as at Tuesday midnight).
Spud postponed: when the previous activity reported was
“prep to spud” and spud is being postponed indefinitely.
(Weekly Update)
Spud: when drill bit starts to drill the main hole (not a
mousehole or rathole). For drilling re-entries the spud date is
deemed to occur as specified by the Commission’s Drilling
Engineer. The drilling engineer provides this information on
the Engineering Data sheet for Drilling Re-entries which
accompanies the Well Permit. This is faxed back to the
permit holder. (Status Update).
Drilling: rig is currently on hole. Drilling is reported on the
Weekly Update as the activity occurring after spud or
resumed up until suspended or rig released. The drilling
depth, as at Tuesday midnight, of the drill bit is also reported
weekly with the activity of drilling. (Weekly Update).
Suspended: when drilling is finished for a short time only and
one or more of the objectives are not reached (for example,
switching out rigs to drill a horizontal leg under balanced) or
when more drilling is imminent within one year of release of
the rig. After one year the status of the well is considered as
rig released and a new well Permit for Drilling Re-entry is
required before drilling can begin. This is not suspension of
the well. It is suspension of drilling only. (Status Update).
Prep to resume: applicable when a rig in British Columbia (or
coming to B.C.) is reasonably expected to resume drilling on
a wellsite within seven days of the weekly update and is not
presently drilling on another well in B.C.. Enter prep to
resume only on the weekly drilling activity update (as at
Tuesday midnight).
Resumed: the startup or resumption of drilling after the well has
been suspended. Resumed spud date will often be when the
drill bit starts drilling new hole. (Status Update).
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Resume postponed: when the previous activity reported was
prep to resume and resumption is being postponed
indefinitely. (Weekly Update)
Rig released: when drilling is finished and no further drilling is
imminent at the wellsite. (Status Update).
16. Double click the Activity Date (or F5) to populate the current
date in this box. Alter this by clicking in the date box and
change the year, month or day to agree with the date when
the New Activity occurred.
17. The format for the date is YYYY-MM-DD.
18. Enter the present depth of drilling only when the activity
selected is Drilling or Resumed. Present depth is the current
depth of the drilling bit at the time of recording the activity of
Drilling or Resumed.
19. Click Save to record this new activity information or click
Cancel to go back to the list of wells without saving the
information entered on this page.
20. The Drilling Results page is displayed with the updated well
drilling status and date.
21. If entering Spud for the well, upon saving a second page will
display prompting for a Spud Report. This includes name of
the site supervisor, telephone number, both kelly bushing
and ground elevations.
22. If entering Suspended or Rig Release for the well, upon
saving, a second page display, prompting for a Rig Release
Report. This includes final measured depth, rig’s next
destination, well name or racked location, drilling plans and
directional survey information.
5.6.3 Search for a Well
1. To use the search feature for finding a well, within the list of
accessible wells only, click on the Enter Query button. The
list of wells is removed, and the first row is displayed in blue.
On this blue row, type either the well authorization number,
part of the well name or drilling activity or rig name and click
the Execute Query button.
2. In the blue Rig Name cell, double click to get a pop up
window of all rigs. Clicking on a rig name in the pop up
window will populate that name in the cell. The Execute
Query button will retrieve all wells associated with that Rig
Name.
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3. In the blue Activity cell, double click to get a pop up window
of all activities. Clicking on an Activity in the pop up window
will populate that activity in the cell. The Execute Query
button will retrieve all wells associated with that Activity.
4. To retrieve all wells except LOCATION wells, in the blue
Activity cell, enter < > LOCATION and then Execute Query.
This will ignore all LOCATION wells.
5. The wells satisfying the text entered on the first blue row is
displayed.
6. Use % as a wild character to make the search more flexible.
For example: If %HELMET% is entered in the Well Name,
then all the wells for the company authorized to drill in the
HELMET area will be displayed. Figures 5 -7 and 5-8.

Figure 5-7: % as a wild card character
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Figure 5-8: All wells with authorization to drill in the queried area are
displayed.

7. The Report All Drilling Activities button will generate a PDF
file of all wells that have been retrieved on this page and
may be saved or printed (Figure 5-9); this provides an audit
record of the drilling status for the specific wells as last
reported.
8. If wrong drilling activity for a well is saved, it can only be be
corrected by the Drilling and Production Department staff.
Notify the Drilling and Production Department by phone at
250-794-5200 or e-mail.

Figure 5-9: PDF of all wells retrieved.
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5.6.4 Spud Report or Resumed Report
The Spud Report or Resumed Report page displays a
description of the well across the top and boxes for entering
data.
e) Contact at the well site.
f) Phone number at the well site.
g) Ground elevation, in metres.
h) Kelly bushing elevation, in metres.

Figure 5-10: Spud Report

1. Enter the Well Site Contact who can be reached by
Commission staff.
2. Enter the phone number of the well site contact, including
area code.
3. Enter the ground elevation in metres.
4. Enter the kelly bushing elevation in metres.
5. The ground elevation and kelly bushing elevation are
required to be reconfirmed on the End of Well Drilling
Report.
6. Click Save.
7. The Spud Report will be submitted to the Commisson.
8. The Drilling Results page will be displayed with the updated
well drilling status and date.
9. For resumptions of drilling (after a previous suspension of
drilling), enter the resumed date as for a spud. Resumed
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date and time will, most often, be at the start of making a
new hole under a float or guide shoe.
5.6.5 Rig Release Report or Drilling Suspended
The Rig Release Report page is displayed with a description of
the well across the top and boxes for entering data.
a) Final measured depth.
b) Where is the rig going after rig release?
c) WA # and well name or racked location.
d) Is more drilling to occur?
Drilling suspended is applicable when a rig is released but the
drilling of the well is not finished and drilling is expected to
resume within a year of rig release.
Examples of this could be:
 Switch out rigs for horizontal underbalanced drill.
 Switch to service rig to penetrate pay with air (both
considered drilling operations).
 Chased out by break up.
 Drilling will resume next freeze up.
1. Double click “Where is the rig going after rig release?”
and a drop down menu displays the options.

Figure 5-11: Options for Where is the Rig going after rig release?

2. Double click one of the options and it will populate the box.
3. If WELL NAME is chosen, enter related text including well
authorization number or the racked location in the box titled
Well name or Racked location.
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4. If RACKED AT is chosen, enter text related to the racked
location in the box titled Well name or Racked location.
5. Click the drop down menu next to the question: Is more
drilling to occur… and click either YES or NO.
6. Directional Survey -- was a directional survey run? Choose
Yes or No.
7. Click Save to record the Rig Release Report and return to
the list of wells on the Drilling Results page.
8. Click Cancel to return to the Drilling Results page without
saving.
5.6.6 End of Well Drilling Report or Drilling Suspended
Report
The End of Well Drilling report and supporting geological date is
to be submitted by email or fax to 250-261-2050 within four
business days of drilling rig release or drilling suspended.
The report must be completely and accurately filled out.
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6.0 Schedule A: Drilling Blowout
Prevention Systems
6.1
CLASS A
Surface Casing Depth -1,800 metres (14,000-21,000 kPa)
Drilling Blowout Prevention System for Wells not exceeding a
True Vertical Depth of 1,800 m.
Minimum pressure rating: 14,000 kPa (2,000 psi).

Accumulator System

Blow-Out Prevention Stack
Notes:
1) Bleed-off line, centreline through choke manifold,
and flare line must be a minimum nominal
diameter of 76.2mm throughout.
2) Lines through chokes must be a minimum
nominal diameter of 50.8mm throughout.
3) Kill line must be a minimum nominal diameter of
50.8mm throughout.
4) Flanged pipe connections must be used from the
drilling spool down to and including the connection
to the choke manifold. The remainder of the choke
manifold may contain threaded fittings.
5) Minimum pressure rating for flares and degasser
inlet lines is 14MPa.
6) Hydraulic and manual valve positions in the
bleed-off line may be interchangeable
7) Ram type BOPs manufactured with integral
outlets may be used in place of drilling spool, but
must be inspected and re-certified if significant
flow occurs through the body.
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6.2
CLASS B
1,800-3,000 metres (21,000 kPa)
Drilling Blowout Prevention System for Wells not exceeding a
True Vertical Depth of 3,000 m.
Minimum pressure rating 21,000 kPa (3,000 psi)

Accumulator System

Blow-out Prevention Stack

Notes:
1) Bleed-off line, centreline through choke manifold, and
flare line must be a minimum nominal diameter of
76.2mm throughout.
2) Lines through chokes must be minimum nominal
diameter of 50.8mm throughout.
3)
Kill line must be a minimum nominal diameter of
50.8mm throughout.
4)
Flanged pipe connections must be used from the
drilling spool to the last valve on the choke manifold,
inclusive
5) Welded flanges required to connect primary and
emergency bleed-off lines.
6) Minimum pressure rating for flare and degasser lines
is 14MPa.
7) Hydraulic and manual valve positions in the bleed-off
line may be interchangeable
8) Ram type BOPs manufactured with integral outlets
may be used in place of the drilling spools, but must be
re-certified if significant flow has occurred through the
BC Oil
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9) 9.) See Appendix 2 for equipment symbols.
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6.3
CLASS C
3,000-5,500 metres (34,000 kPa)
Drilling Blowout Prevention System for Wells not exceeding a
True Vertical Depth of 5,500 metres.
Minimum pressure rating 34,000 kPa (5,000 psi).

Accumulator System

Blow-out Prevention Stack

Notes:
1) Kill lines, bleed-off lines, choke manifold, and flare lines must
be a minimum nominal diameter of 76.2mm throughout.
2) Flanged pipe connections must be used from the drilling
spool to the last valve on the choke manifold, inclusive.
3) Minimum pressure rating for flare and degasser lines is
14MPa.
4) Hydraulic and manual valve positions in the bleed-off line
may be interchangeable.
5) Ram type BOPs manufactured with integral outlets may be
used in place of the drilling spools, but must be re-certified if
significant flow has occurred through the body.
6) Other BOP stack configurations are acceptable, including
the use of double gate rams. Stack must contain a minimum
of two pipe rams and one blind ram.
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6.4
CLASS D
5,500 metres and deeper (70,000 kPa)
Drilling Blowout Prevention System for Wells exceeding a True
Vertical Depth of 5,500 metres.
Minimum pressure rating 70,000 kPa (10,000 psi)

Blow-out Prevention Stack

Accumulator System

Notes:
1) Kill lines, bleed-off lines, choke manifold, and flare lines
must be a minimum nominal diameter of 76.2mm
throughout.
2) Flanged pipe connections must be used from the
drilling spool to the last valve on the choke manifold,
inclusive.
3) Minimum pressure rating for flare and degasser lines is
14MPa.
4) Hydraulic and manual valve positions in the bleed-off
line may be interchangeable
5) Ram type BOPs manufactured with integral outlets may
be used in place of the drilling spools, but must be recertified if significant flow has occurred through the
body.
6) Other BOP stack configurations are acceptable,
including the use of double gate rams. Stack must
contain
a minimum
of 2 pipe rams and one blind ram.
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6.5

Special Sour: All Depths

Drilling Prevention Systems for Special Sour Wells
Minimum pressure rating 14,000 kPa (2,000 psi).

Note:
1) Hydraulic and manual valve positions in bleed-off line are interchangeable
2) If BOP Configuration 2 or BOP Configuration 3 is used, an appropriately sized ram blanking
tool that fits into the top pipe ram must be on location and readily available.
3) If BOP Configuration 3 is used, there must be sufficient surface or intermediate casing to
contain the maximum anticipated reservoir pressure.
4) Shear blind rams may be required in place of the blind rams.
5) Rams type BOPs manufactured with integral outlet may be used in place of the drilling spools,
but must be re-certified if significant flow has occurred through the bodies.
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6.6
Special Sour Manifold
Minimum pressure rating 14,000 kPa (2,000 psi).
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6.7
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Bleed off lines – All Classes
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For all classes:
Class A, B, C and D diagrams indicate single ram preventer.
The single blind ram preventer may be replaced with a double
gate preventer.

6.8

Equipment Symbols

Note:
1) R – Single ram type preventer with one set of blind or pipe ram.
2) A – annular-type blowout preventer.
3) S – drilling spool with flanged side outlet connections for bleed-off and kill lines.
4) Flanged means weld necked flanges.
5) A double gate blowout preventer may replace a single gate preventer but the lowest ram in any
stack shall be a pipe ram.
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7 Compliance
OGAA
A person found by the Courts, to have contravened the Oil
and Gas Activities Act may be subject to a fine not
exceeding the amount specified in Section 86 of the act. A
person found by the Commission, to have contravened
OGAA may be liable to an administrative penalty not
exceeding the amount specified in the Administrative
Penalties Regulation.

Drilling and Production Regulation
A person who contravenes the Drilling and Production
Regulation (as specified in the Administrative Penalties
Regulation, Section 5) may be liable to an administrative
penalty ranging from $2,000 to $500,000.
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